2020 Adult Winter Basketball Tournament
Thursday Rec - Single Elimination

**TOP FOUR**

#1: Lifestyle Comfort Solutions

3/12 - 6:30pm - KRC B

#4: All Sports Barbers

3/19 - 6:30pm - KRC B

#2: Chemstation

3/12 - 7:20pm - KRC B

#3: Huber's Finest

**CHAMPION**

**BOTTOM FOUR**

#5: Killa-Watts

3/12 - 8:10pm - KRC B

#8: Graphic Ink

3/19 - 7:20pm - KRC B

#6: Team Reighard

3/12 - 9:00pm - KRC B

#7: The Dayton Triangles

**FIFTH PLACE**